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Executive summary
The Aboriginal Participation in
Construction (APIC) policy helps
to deliver the NSW Government’s
commitment to increasing economic
and employment participation for
Aboriginal people though leveraging
government construction procurement
opportunities.
The APIC policy was introduced in 2015
and supports the NSW Government OCHRE
(Opportunity, Choice, Healing, Responsibility
and Empowerment) Plan and Growing NSW’s
First Economy framework to improve outcomes
for Aboriginal people across all sectors of the
community.
The APIC policy was updated in 2016 to
include mandatory targets and requirements
for construction procurement from 1 July 2016
and incorporated a requirement for the NSW
Procurement Board, as part of its responsibilities in
administering and monitoring the policy, to publish
a yearly review.
This review of the APIC policy (the review) assessed
the implementation and compliance of the policy,
its processes and stakeholders’ understanding of
the policy from its mandated period from 1 July
2016. Compliance has been evaluated through data
collected from NSW Government clusters on their
construction projects subject to the APIC policy.

•

There is a significant commitment across
NSW Government and industry to support the
APIC policy objective to increase Aboriginal
participation in construction.

•

The indirect expenditure category is too broadly
defined and causes conflicting interpretations by
suppliers and agencies.

•

It is unclear which APIC policy categories are
subject to optional or mandatory requirements.

•

The APIC policy does not outline consequences
for failing to meet the requirements.

•

There is support to incorporate further
requirements in the Aboriginal Participation
Plans and Reports to provide greater
transparency and to allow for validation of
outcomes.

•

Prescribed reporting periods are too infrequent
to allow for adequate monitoring of progress
towards targets.

•

The APIC policy does not address direct
engagement of Aboriginal businesses and
does not provide flexibility to directly engage
prequalified Aboriginal businesses for lower
value construction projects up to $1 million
primarily directed to Aboriginal communities.

•

There is limited governance and transparency
of indirect spend and spend directed to the
approved organisations.

•

Early engagement has been reported as
an essential element to support increased
awareness of project opportunities and the
identification of qualified Aboriginal employees
or Aboriginal owned businesses.

•

Further guidance material and templates would
assist agencies and suppliers in applying the
APIC policy and its requirements.

Findings
The review’s key findings are outlined below:
•

Since 1 July 2016, approximately $135 million
has been, or committed to be, directed towards
Aboriginal participation across 105 NSW
Government construction projects;
–– 73 per cent of these projects were assigned
the minimum 1.5 per cent contract spend
target. 22 per cent of projects were assigned
a higher target of up to 6.9 per cent
–– 5 per cent of projects did not meet the
minimum target.
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Recommendations

•

Develop and maintain a reporting dashboard of
information provided regularly by agencies and
suppliers on compliance with requirements and
progress towards the APIC policy target.

This review’s key recommendations are outlined
below:
•

Apply the APIC policy requirements to all
construction contracts valued above $1 million
(e.g. requirements to be made mandatory for all
APIC policy categories; 1, 2 and 3).

•

Revise reporting requirements to allow for more
frequent reporting over the life of the project.
Projects over $10 million to report monthly.
Projects over $1 million to report quarterly.

•

Replace references to ‘target project spend’ and
‘targeted project spend’ with requirement/s in
the APIC policy document.

•

Introduce ad-hoc auditing of reporting and
achievement of requirements to provide greater
transparency and accountability.

•

Replace the direct and indirect expenditure
categories with a new eligible spend category.

•

Embed the principles of early engagement with
local Aboriginal communities in the APIC policy.

•

Where suppliers are unable to meet the
requirement of distributing the relevant spend
into eligible spend, the remaining spend is to
be directed to the existing list of approved
organisations with transparency and governance
of contributions.

•

Development of tools and support specifically
directed to meet the needs of Aboriginal
businesses, agencies and suppliers.

•

Arrange and support information forums and
networking opportunities aimed at improving
policy awareness, encouraging partnerships
and communicating procurement opportunities
to suppliers and Aboriginal businesses and
communities.

•

Utilise existing ability for the NSW Procurement
Board to set requirements against individual
contracts, where appropriate, informed by
opportunity assessment and identification by
geography, spend, market supply and capacity.

•

Encourage agencies to introduce incentives
for suppliers exceeding requirements and
consequences for not meeting requirements
(financial and non-financial).

•

Introduce more flexibility for agencies in support
of the APIC policy objective including:
–– ability for direct engagement of Aboriginal
owned businesses for contracts valued up to
$250,000
–– ability to run closed tenders with prequalified
Aboriginal owned businesses for Category 1
projects valued up to $1 million.
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1. Introduction
1.1. About the review
This review forms part of the NSW Government
Procurement Board (the Board) responsibilities to
administer, monitor and report on the APIC policy
including publishing a yearly review.
The scope of the review includes the assessment
of compliance and implementation of the APIC
policy, its targets, requirements and stakeholders’
understanding of the policy from its mandated
period from 1 July 2016. This review has identified
opportunities to improve the APIC policy and its
effectiveness to achieve its objectives.

1.2. Overview of the APIC policy
The Aboriginal Participation in Construction
Guidelines were published in 2007 to support
greater participation by Aboriginal people in
government construction projects across NSW. The
guidelines were replaced with the implementation
of the APIC policy on 1 May 2015.

On 1 July 2016, the APIC policy’s project
spend targets became mandatory for
construction projects over $10 million and
for construction projects primarily directed
to one or more Aboriginal communities.
Agencies are able to set higher targets
for employment and spend if considered
appropriate, and where opportunities exist.

The APIC policy applies to three construction
project categories outlined below:
• Category 1 — Projects nominated by an agency
that are primarily directed to one or more
Aboriginal communities. This includes projects
where an Aboriginal community is the sole or
predominant beneficiary, a key user group or a
predominant stakeholder.
• Category 2 — All other construction projects
where the estimated value is over $10 million.
• Category 3 — All other construction projects
where the estimated value is over $1 million.
The APIC policy applies to all relevant construction
procurement of NSW Government departments,
statutory authorities, trusts and other government
entities (collectively referred to as ‘agencies’).
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The APIC policy was a key deliverable under the
Aboriginal Economic Development Framework, now
referred to as the Aboriginal Economic Prosperity
Framework. The framework is an Opportunity,
Choice, Healing, Responsibility and Empowerment
(OCHRE) Plan connected initiative, which seeks to
further empower Aboriginal people, communities
and businesses to drive stronger economic
outcomes. This was released in December 2016 as
part of Growing NSW’s First Economy.
The APIC policy aims to leverage NSW Government
construction procurement to assist in meeting its
commitments and its progression of the OCHRE’s
objectives to:
•

increase the number of Aboriginal people
employed

•

increase the number of Aboriginal owned
businesses

•

increase student transition from school to
employment or tertiary education

•

increase school attendance and retention.

Contractors for all projects covered by the APIC
policy must provide an Aboriginal Participation Plan
to the contracting agency within 60 days of the
contract being awarded.
An Aboriginal Participation Report must also be
provided to the agency when the project reaches
90 per cent completion which should demonstrate
how the plan has been implemented.
Contractors for Category 1 and Category 2 projects
are also required to provide their plans and reports
to the NSW Procurement Board for publication at
the same time they are provided to the contracting
agency to be published on a website determined
by the Board and must remain on the website for at
least two years from the conclusion of the project.

1.3. Review report
This report provides an assessment of the
implementation of the APIC policy. It does not
include individual project analysis. This report
summarises findings related to current gaps and
opportunities to improve the APIC policy and its
effectiveness to achieve its objectives.
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2. Review process
2.1. Initial data collection
and analysis
A quantitative data collection exercise provided an
overview of the distribution of APIC projects and
outcomes dating from the post-mandated period
from 1 July 2016 and gathered data on:
•

number of current APIC and non-APIC projects

•

total relevant contract spend allocated to
mandated expenditure

•

construction categories and geographical spread
of APIC projects

•

status of plans and reports per APIC project.

Data was collected from the member agencies and
clusters1 of the NSW Government Construction
Leadership Group (CLG)2:

The agencies were provided a copy of their
respective contract data to confirm entries and
amend where necessary. This allowed agencies to
correct the initial data which is limited by agencies’
use of the NSW eTendering platform and any
limitations in the CAN data and filtering conditions.
The quantitative data findings can be found in
Section 3.1.

2.2. Stakeholder engagement
A range of stakeholders were engaged to provide
input into the review including:
•

NSW Government and Commonwealth agencies

•

construction companies of various size and
expertise

•

Aboriginal owned businesses

•

Department of Education and Training

•

construction industry bodies

•

Department of Family and Communities Services

•

Aboriginal industry bodies

•

Department of Finance, Services and Innovation

•

not-for-profit organisations.

•

Department of Industry, Skills and Regional
Development

Stakeholders were engaged through the following
activities:

•

Department of Justice

•

online surveys

•

Health Infrastructure

•

individual consultations

•

Transport for NSW.

•

workshops

The exercise utilised the NSW Government Contract
Award Notices (CAN) register to filter for entries
meeting the following criteria making them eligible
for the application of the Policy:

The results from the stakeholder engagement
activities are available in the key findings and
recommendations section of this report.

•

2.2.1. Stakeholder surveys to NSW Government
agencies and industry stakeholders

United Nations Standard Products and
Services Code (UNSPC) categories relating to
construction services and activities

•

Contract value over $1 million

•

Contract start date from 1 July 2016.

An anonymous survey was distributed to the
members of the CLG, NSW Government agencies
and industry stakeholders to gather qualitative
data on their understanding and implementation of
the APIC policy (refer to Appendices A, B and C).
Findings from the stakeholder surveys can be found
in Section 3.2.
The anonymity of participants did not allow for
follow-up consultations.

1 The Department of Planning and Environment’s data was also collected. It had no relevant APIC projects.
2 The CLG is an advisory group established to assist the NSW Procurement Board on construction procurement related matters.
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2.2.2. Discussions with approved indirect
expenditure organisations
The Literacy for Life Foundation and the Master
Builders Association NSW were consulted in
their capacity as the NSW Procurement Board’s
approved eligible organisations for indirect
expenditure under the APIC policy (see Section
3.3).
2.2.3. Individual consultations with stakeholders
Individual consultations with a selection
of government, industry and not-for-profit
stakeholders provided additional findings in relation
to the APIC policy (see Section 3.4).
2.2.4. Workshops with NSW Government agencies
and industry, industry bodies and other external
stakeholders
Two workshops were held to identify common
concerns and opportunities for improvement of the
APIC policy.
The first workshop targeted representatives from
construction companies, Aboriginal businesses,
construction industry bodies, Aboriginal industry
bodies and not-for-profit organisations. The second
workshop targeted NSW Government agencies
involved in construction projects and other
government bodies involved in Aboriginal affairs.

Each workshop focused on the four themes below:
•

Targets

•

Monitoring and reporting

•

Internal and external engagement

•

Tools and support.

The workshop participants voted on their top five
ideas and solutions to improve the effectiveness of
the APIC policy (see Section 3.5).

2.3. Collation and validation
of data and findings
The quantitative and qualitative data from the
baseline data collection exercise and stakeholder
engagement activities were collated and validated
to develop the full set of findings.

2.4. Development of
recommendations
The review’s recommendations have been identified
within four themes: targets, monitoring and
reporting, engagement, and tools and support. The
recommendations attempt to address common
concerns and improvement areas identified during
the review process.
The development of the recommendations
included consideration and inclusion of ideas
and suggestions raised throughout the review’s
stakeholder consultations.
The review’s recommendations were also informed
by research conducted of policies in other
jurisdictions.
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Findings
3.3.
3. Findings
Findings
3.1 Quantitative data from NSW Government agencies
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3.2. Survey results and findings
Below are the key findings from the anonymous
surveys to CLG members, NSW Government
agencies and industry stakeholders.

•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
reported that they ‘always’ or ‘often’ receive the
report from contractors at 90 per cent project
completion.

•

All industry respondents reported having met
their reporting requirements under the APIC
policy.

Understanding and implementation of the
APIC policy
•

Majority of NSW Government and industry
respondents reported a clear understanding of
the APIC policy.

•

Majority of industry respondents reported low
levels of support provided by NSW Government
in implementing the APIC policy.

•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
reported that their agencies provide above
average assistance to their contractors in guiding
them through the APIC policy’s requirements.

•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
reported that they consider opportunities
for Aboriginal businesses or labour, either
‘sometimes’ or ‘always’, when scoping APIC
projects.

•

Majority of NSW Government and industry
respondents reported they actively engage
and monitor the marketplace for emerging and
existing Aboriginal businesses either through
engagement with Aboriginal industry bodies or
directly with Aboriginal businesses.

Policy compliance and targets
•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
indicated that they ‘never’ or ‘rarely’ set an APIC
project’s target spend percentage above the
minimum 1.5 per cent.

•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
identified ‘project aspects and constraints’ as the
main barrier preventing them from setting the
target spend above the minimum 1.5 per cent.

•

Majority of the NSW Government respondents
reported that they apply various penalty
measures as consequences of contractors not
meeting the requirements (payment of the
remaining per cent of spend to the approved list
of organisations eligible for indirect expenditure,
breach of contract or performance review).

•

NSW Government respondents also identified
project timeframes in tenders as a barrier to
increased Aboriginal participation.

•

Some industry respondents reported difficulties
in meeting targets due to a lack of availability of
Aboriginal businesses and or employees in the
supply market.
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Proposed APIC policy improvements
•

Majority of NSW Government respondents
reported that improvements to the APIC policy
should be directed at increasing consultation
by NSW Government with the Aboriginal
community and businesses to identify Aboriginal
businesses or employment opportunities.

•

All industry respondents reported that
improvements to the APIC policy should focus
on increased awareness and communication of
the policy. Other key improvements selected
included more tools and templates, greater
consultation with the Aboriginal community
and businesses and clarification of targets and
reporting requirements.

3.3. Consultation with approved
indirect expenditure organisations
The findings from the consultation with indirect
expenditure approved bodies are divided into
themes below.
Supply and development of Aboriginal businesses
and the Aboriginal workforce
Both organisations emphasised the need and
importance of developing Aboriginal businesses,
Aboriginal employees and their skillsets to enable
the success of the APIC policy. Both organisations
also noted that achieving the APIC policy objectives
would not be sustainable if the supply of an
Aboriginal workforce did not meet the increasing
demand of NSW Government construction projects.
Both organisations consider their function as an
approved organisation for indirect expenditure
subject to the APIC policy and their programs,
as key avenues to assist in the development of
Aboriginal people to participate in APIC projects
and in the broader workforce.
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Policy implementation and monitoring
The organisations identified the lack of guidance
materials for the APIC policy’s implementation as a
major risk and obstacle to its success, particularly
in terms of reporting requirements and the
evaluation of the policy’s outcomes. The absence
of accountability for compliance to the APIC policy
was also raised as a significant risk to the policy’s
current and future ability to achieve meaningful
results.
One organisation argued that stronger monitoring
of the APIC policy is required and suggested
that construction companies are generally
not compliant with the plans submitted to the
agencies, particularly in the direct expenditure
category. The same organisation suggested more
robust monitoring of policy outcomes should be
implemented focusing on sustained, long-term
Aboriginal employment in the construction industry.
Both organisations raised the absence of
governance and standardised monitoring of indirect
expenditure by NSW Government agencies as a risk
in achieving the APIC policy objectives.

•

Stakeholders noted the challenges in identifying
Aboriginal employees for reporting and data
purposes as identification as an Aboriginal
person is optional.

•

Stakeholders requested greater clarity on the
definition of construction projects subject to the
APIC policy. Stakeholders in the construction
design sector requested consideration and
clarity of the APIC policy’s applicability to the
design sector.

•

Stakeholders requested clarity on the APIC
policy’s application to construction projects
funded by government grants.

3.5. Workshops with NSW
Government agencies and
industry, industry bodies and
other external stakeholders

The workshop participants were asked to
discuss and propose ideas in the context of
the APIC policy within four themes; targets,
monitoring and reporting, internal and
external engagement, and tools and support.

The APIC policy’s general lack of guidance was
noted by both organisations as a risk for the
implementation of the policy by both agencies
and contractors. One of the organisations
suggested lack of implementation guidance as a
potential reason for the limited amount of indirect
expenditure directed to them under the APIC policy.
Both organisations advised that very limited funds
have been directed to them as a result of the APIC
policy. This suggests contractors are directing the
indirect expenditure on APIC projects towards other
programs or expenses as currently permitted under
the APIC policy.

The workshop participants were asked to
vote on the preferred ideas and solutions to
improve the effectiveness of the APIC policy.

Targets
Key findings
•

Opposing views from participants in both
industry and agency workshops on whether the
1.5 per cent target spend should remain at 1.5 per
cent or increase to 3 per cent.

•

Opposing views from participants in both
industry and agency workshops on whether the
indirect expenditure category should remain or
be removed.

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that the current
definition of the indirect expenditure category is
unclear needs to be revised and that spend with
Aboriginal owned businesses should be included
in the direct expenditure category as opposed to
indirect expenditure category.

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that penalties and
incentives should apply where contractors fail to
meet requirements or exceed requirements.

3.4. Individual consultations
with stakeholders
The consultations conducted with government,
industry and non-for-profit stakeholders provided
the following findings:
•

•

Stakeholders raised issues regarding the
definition of what constitutes an Aboriginal
business. Stakeholders identified the difficulties
in meeting conflicting criteria set by Aboriginal
peak and industry bodies.
Stakeholders raised concerns about
misrepresentation of Aboriginal businesses to
the detriment of Aboriginal businesses.
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•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that, where possible,
use of data to assess opportunity against each
contract based on supply availability, capacity
and geography should inform an appropriate
target.

Internal and external engagement
Key findings
•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that local Aboriginal
communities should be actively engaged
during the pre-planning phase to understand
opportunities and available capacity of
Aboriginal workforce and Aboriginal owned
businesses.

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that NSW Government
agencies and contractors should invest and
support building the capacity of Aboriginal
owned businesses.

•

Opposing views from participants in both
industry and agency workshops about who
is responsible for identifying and connecting
contractors to potential Aboriginal workforce
and Aboriginal owned businesses.

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops for the development
of a centralised digital information hub to
communicate opportunities for Aboriginal
participation.

Ideas with highest number of votes
•

Rewording of the APIC policy in relation to the
minimum 1.5 per cent “target” to a “requirement”.
All references to “targets” to be replaced by
“requirement”.

•

All APIC policy categories to be made
mandatory.

•

Penalties for not meeting targets and incentives
for exceeding the minimum target.

•

Greater clarification and guidance material for
indirect and direct expenditure.

Monitoring and reporting
Key findings
•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops for independent auditing
of contracts.

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops for increased monitoring
and reporting of compliance to the Policy,
particularly where project targets are not met.

•

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops for regular and consistent
reporting and evaluation against targets.
Monthly reporting was identified as the preferred
reporting frequency.
Consensus across participants in both
industry and agency workshops for upfront
commitments by contractors for direct and
indirect expenditure and regular monitoring of
commitment to support meaningful outcomes of
targeted spend.

Ideas with highest number of votes
•

Development of a centralised digital information
hub to communicate opportunities for Aboriginal
employment and opportunities for Aboriginal
owned businesses.

•

Greater government engagement and crosssector consistency.

•

Need for pre-planning to understand available
capacity and opportunity.

•

Greater support and engagement for small
and medium sized construction companies to
implement the APIC policy.

Ideas with highest number of votes
•

External or independent auditing of APIC
projects for greater transparency and
accountability.

•

Centralised reporting and data analysis for
consistency.

•

More detailed and frequent reporting
mechanisms.

•

Co-designed reporting engaging contracting
agencies, principal contractor and local
Aboriginal communities (in relation to individual
projects).
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Tools and support

•

73 per cent of APIC projects were assigned the
minimum 1.5 per cent contract spend target.

•

22 per cent of APIC projects were assigned a
higher target of up to 6.9 per cent.

•

5 per cent of APIC projects did not meet the
minimum target.

Key findings
•

•

•

•

Consensus across participants in both industry
and agency workshops that there is a need
for a centralised list or business directory of
recognised Aboriginal owned businesses.
Consensus across workshops that dedicated
NSW Government resources are required to
support agencies, contractors and Aboriginal
owned businesses during tender activities.
Consensus across participants in agency
workshops that further clarification and guidance
of the APIC policy targets is required including
definitions for direct and indirect expenditure.
Consensus across both workshops for a
dedicated APIC policy website that enables
contractors to access information and upload
plans and reports.

Ideas with highest number of votes
•

Allocation of dedicated resources in NSW
Government.

•

Development of tools to support Aboriginal
owned businesses, NSW Government agencies
and principal contractors in the tender process.

•

Creation of an Aboriginal owned business
directory which ranks supplier services based on
proven track record.

•

Dedicated APIC policy website with specific
tools and guidance material.

3.6. Overall review findings
3.6.1. Targets
It is evident there is a significant commitment
across government and industry to support the
APIC policy objective to increase Aboriginal
participation in construction.
As a demonstration of this commitment, it was
identified during the stakeholder engagement
process that a large construction company has
voluntarily adopted the APIC policy target across
all of their construction contracts, regardless of
whether it is a NSW Government construction
contract.
NSW Government data provides an overview of the
APIC policy outcomes:
•

a) Targeted contract spend
Stakeholders suggested that the term “target”
be replaced with “requirement” to emphasise
compliance requirement.
Targets and requirements must consider the
capacity and availability of Aboriginal owned
businesses and the Aboriginal workforce to meet
this requirement.
The APIC policy states that agencies may set a
higher target spend percentage for projects, if and
where appropriate. However, there are no identified
incentives or rewards for contractors to exceed the
minimum target.
Majority of stakeholders supported the 1.5 per
cent minimum targeted contract spend and a
number of stakeholders suggested the target
should be increased. Both industry and government
stakeholders suggested the APIC policy should
allow for flexibility to set targets subject to project
size and spend, geography and capacity specific
opportunities.
b) Expenditure – direct and indirect
Stakeholders raised concerns that indirect
expenditure is too broadly defined and causes
conflicting interpretations by suppliers and
agencies.
The broad criteria for direct expenditure under the
APIC policy gives contractors significant flexibility
in meeting the minimum 50 per cent of allocated
targeted contract spend as it includes various
expenses relating to engagement and training of
Aboriginal employees and Aboriginal businesses.
The APIC policy does not address direct
engagement of Aboriginal owned businesses.
Agency stakeholders also raised the limitation of
the APIC policy in providing flexibility to directly
engage prequalified Aboriginal owned businesses
for lower value construction projects up to $1
million, particularly for projects primarily directed
to Aboriginal communities including building
Aboriginal housing in regional areas.

Approximately $135 million has been, or has
been committed to be directed to Aboriginal
participation across 105 NSW Government
construction projects since 1 July 2016.
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Stakeholders raised the discrepancy in the APIC
policy and the plan template regarding engagement
of Aboriginal businesses as sub-contractors. The
APIC policy states “expenses relating to the goods
and services from recognised Aboriginal businesses
by the contractors in the planning, design and
delivery of the project” is defined as an eligible
indirect expenditure. The plan template lists goods
/ services sourced from Aboriginal businesses as a
type of direct expenditure.

3.6.2. Monitoring and reporting

Review stakeholders agreed goods and services
sourced from Aboriginal owned businesses should
be defined as direct expenditure.

Both industry and government stakeholders
supported the introduction of more detailed and
frequent reporting as well as auditing of progress
and achievement of targets.

Stakeholders provided suggestions in relation to
improvement of the indirect expenditure category
to better support meaningful outcomes of targeted
spend. This included the removal of indirect
expenditure to encourage greater utilisation of
direct expenditure, no cap on indirect expenditure
for engagement of Aboriginal owned businesses
and more robust governance and transparency of
indirect expenditure.
c) Policy categories
The APIC policy is unclear in relation to which
construction project categories are subject to
optional and mandatory requirements.
The introduction of the APIC policy explicitly
states that Category 1 and Category 2 projects
are mandatory (with no reference to Category 3
projects). However, page 6 of the APIC policy states
that Category 1 and 2 projects are mandatory and
Category 3 projects are exempt from reporting
requirements until 1 July 2016 with no reference
to optional or mandatory. Despite this ambiguity,
Category 3 projects make up the majority of the
APIC projects since 1 July 2016.
d) Consequences for failing to meet the
requirements
The APIC policy does not specify consequences
of non-compliance by contractors and does not
provide guidance to contracting agencies on how to
address non-compliance.
Findings from stakeholder consultations and
survey responses indicate consequences are
applied inconsistently across government from no
consequences to applying breach of contract and
financial penalties for failing to meet the targets.
Both industry and government stakeholders
supported the introduction of penalties and
incentives to address non-compliance and to reward
and acknowledge contractors that exceed targets.

June 2018

The review found some inconsistencies in
compliance to and quality of the APIC policy
reporting requirements.
The data available in the submitted plans includes
limited information on how indirect expenditure
was to be directed and does not allow for adequate
monitoring and reporting of compliance to plans
and assessment of outcomes.

a) Data quality, reporting templates and frequency
The prescribed reporting periods are too infrequent
to allow for adequate monitoring of progress
towards targets. Some agencies have adopted
more frequent supplier reporting requirements and
integrated the APIC policy requirements into their
contract management systems and other reporting
tools.
In October 2017, the policy’s webpage on
ProcurePoint listed 37 plans had been received and
published with five reports published against these
plans.
An assessment of how many reports should have
been received against the 37 plans at the time of
the Review is limited by the lack of data available
in the Plans of estimated start and end dates of
the relevant projects and an indication of when
a project has reached 90 per cent completion.
This could be addressed by improvements in the
templates of both reporting deliverables to include
fields for contract award date and estimated project
completion date. Stakeholders also indicated the
templates for reporting deliverables are generic and
prescriptive, often limiting the collection of useful
information and data.
A significant portion of the available plans on
ProcurePoint are not completed in the prescribed
policy template. The plans completed by
contractors which were not in the policy template
provided greater detail, particularly in regard to
resources to be engaged and proposed actions.
Industry stakeholders reported challenges in
meeting reporting and compliance measures due to
the lack of consistency in various agencies reporting
templates.
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3.6.3. Engagement
Throughout the review, stakeholders expressed the
importance of engagement such as pre-planning
and early engagement by contractors and agencies.
Benefits cited include increased awareness of
project opportunities and identification of qualified
Aboriginal employees or Aboriginal owned
businesses.
Industry stakeholders advised that in the absence
of a prescribed engagement process, many are
developing their own style of engagement as
encouraged in the APIC policy. The policy explicitly
states that contractors can consult and engage
Aboriginal owned businesses, including local
Aboriginal Land Councils, Supply Nation and the
Indigenous Chamber of Commerce, in relation to
the planning, design or delivery of construction
projects. The engagement will vary according to the
size of the company and location and scope of the
project. Contractors who perform work in regional
areas have advised their style is traditionally ‘hands
on’ and normally undertaken by a Human Resource
staff member. The approach includes extensive
travel at the earliest possible stage to promote
opportunities and identify potential Aboriginal
businesses, including forming partnerships with
local Aboriginal Land Councils. Larger construction
companies generally have a dedicated person or
team responsible for Aboriginal engagement and
participation and engagement is undertaken at
an early stage and partnerships are formed with
relevant Aboriginal communities and businesses.
Stakeholder consultations with Aboriginal
businesses indicated varied levels of successful
engagement with contractors and agencies. An
Aboriginal owned employment and labour hire
business reported to have successfully formed
partnerships with three large construction
companies to undertake pre-employment and
labour hire and mentoring. However, another
Aboriginal owned labour hire and recruitment
business engaged on a large construction project
reported to have had limited success in placing
Aboriginal people on the project. A national
Aboriginal owned business which reported they
have successfully been awarded contracts in other
jurisdictions has not been awarded a contract in
NSW despite their efforts to engage with NSW
Government agencies.
Stakeholders noted the importance of investment
in building and sustaining commercially viable
Aboriginal owned businesses and a work-ready
workforce. Stakeholders recognised that these
outcomes can be achieved where partnerships are
formed involving agencies, contractors, Aboriginal
owned businesses and Aboriginal communities.
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Networking, mentoring and regular and ad-hoc
forums were also highlighted by stakeholders as
an opportunity to learn, share and work together.
Many stakeholders supported the sharing of case
studies and best practice examples to illustrate how
successful engagement has been achieved and the
outcomes it has delivered.
3.6.4. Tools and support
The APIC policy has limited guidance material
on the ProcurePoint website to support
implementation. There is a need for improved and
consistent tools and support to be provided to NSW
Government agencies, contractors and Aboriginal
owned businesses.
The former Aboriginal Participation in Construction
Guidelines included more extensive and informative
guidance material for agencies and contractors.
Some stakeholders recommended that these
tools be re-introduced to better support agencies
and contractors in applying the policy and its
requirements.
Some stakeholders also recommended dedicated
NSW Government resources are required to
provide support to agencies and contractors during
procurement planning stages and over the life of
the contract. The redesign of the plan and report
templates was recommended by stakeholders to
improve the quality of data and measurement of
outcomes. Stakeholders supported embedding the
principles of co-design in this process.
Stakeholders suggested tools and support
specifically directed to Aboriginal owned
businesses should be developed to assist in their
bid preparation and identification of partnering
opportunities.
Stakeholders suggested agencies should be able to
directly engage with pre-qualified Aboriginal owned
businesses for construction work with a threshold
of up to $1 million to increase participation of
Aboriginal owned businesses in government
construction projects
Meaningful employment and education pathways
were highlighted as key steps in supporting local
Aboriginal communities. Stakeholders highlighted
the importance of long-term retention and support
of Aboriginal people including opportunities for
skill development, career progression and business
development and growth for Aboriginal owned
businesses.
Stakeholders recommended an Aboriginal business
directory be developed for agencies in identifying
suitable businesses.
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4. Recommendations
4.1. Targets

4.2. Monitoring and Reporting

•

Apply the APIC policy requirements to all
construction contracts valued above $1 million
(e.g. requirements to be made mandatory for all
policy categories 1, 2 and 3).

•

Develop and maintain a reporting dashboard of
information provided regularly by agencies and
suppliers on compliance with requirements and
progress towards the APIC policy’s targets.

•

Replace references in the APIC policy document
to ‘target project spend’ and ‘targeted project
spend’ with ‘requirement/s’.

•

•

Maintain mandatory minimum 1.5 per cent
spend requirement across all three APIC policy
categories.

Revise reporting requirements to allow for more
frequent reporting over the life of the project.
Projects over $10 million to report monthly.
Projects over $1 million to report quarterly.

•

Introduce greater accountability by agencies
and suppliers to provide regular and accurate
reporting.

•

Introduce ad-hoc auditing of reporting and
achievement of targets to provide greater
transparency and accountability.

•

•

•

Encourage agencies to introduce incentives
for suppliers exceeding requirements and
consequences for not meeting requirements
(financial and non-financial). Replace the direct
and indirect expenditure categories with a new
eligible spend category.
All targeted spend to be directed towards
Aboriginal employment, approved formal
training, or engagement of Aboriginal owned
businesses.
Where suppliers are unable to meet the
minimum requirements, the remaining spend is
to be directed to the existing list of approved
organisations with transparency and governance
of contributions.

4.3. Engagement
•

Embed the principles of early engagement with
local Aboriginal communities in the APIC policy.

•

Provide guidance to agencies and suppliers
on how to engage with local Aboriginal
communities.

•

Support agencies and suppliers to engage with
local Aboriginal communities to provide contact
and leads to recruiting local Aboriginal workers.

•

Arrange information forums and networking
opportunities aimed at improving awareness
of the APIC policy, encouraging partnerships
and communicating procurement opportunities
to suppliers and Aboriginal businesses and
communities.

•

Utilise existing ability for the NSW Procurement
Board to set requirements and targets, where
appropriate, against individual contracts
informed by opportunity assessment and
identification by geography, spend, market
supply and capacity.

•

Introduce more flexibility for agencies in support
of the APIC policy objective including:

4.4. Tools and support

•

ability for direct engagement of Aboriginal
owned businesses for contracts valued up to
$250,000

•

Provide additional guidance and support to
agencies, suppliers and Aboriginal communities
during the tender process and project lifecycle.

•

ability to run closed tenders with prequalified
Aboriginal owned businesses for Category 1
projects valued up to $1 million.

•

Improve the webpage for the APIC policy with
increased resources and guidance material and
contacts for support.

•

Develop tools and support specifically directed
to meet the needs of Aboriginal businesses,
agencies and suppliers.

•

Develop an Aboriginal business directory
available to NSW Government agencies.

•

Publish case studies and share learnings.

June 2018
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Glossary
Aboriginal
owned business

A business that:
•

is certified as an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander business by Supply
Nation or the NSW Indigenous Chamber of Commerce; or

•

meets the definition of an Indigenous enterprise used in the definition of
the Commonwealth’s Indigenous Procurement Policy.

Aboriginal
Participation Plan

Document that outlines how contractors intend on directing the targeted
project spend to Aboriginal employment or education opportunities; to be
provided within 60 days of contract being awarded.

Aboriginal
Participation Report

Document that demonstrates how Contractors directed the targeted project
spend to Aboriginal employment or education opportunities; to be provided
upon 90% of project completion.

Agency

Collectively refers to all NSW Government departments, statutory authorities,
trusts and other government entities.

Construction
Leadership Group

Governance body that supports the NSW Procurement Board in the
development and improvement of government-wide construction-related
procurement strategies and policies.

Direct expenditure

Spend by contractors on employment and education activities that directly
relate to the construction project’s planning, design or delivery.

Head contractor

Person who carries out construction work or supply related goods and
services for the principal under a construction contract (the main contract)
and for whom construction work is to be carried out or related goods and
services supplied under a construction contract as part of or incidental to the
work or goods and services carried out or supplied under the main contract.5

Indirect expenditure

Spend by contractors on employment and education activities that indirectly
relate to the construction project’s planning, design or delivery:
•

Expenses related to aboriginal cultural awareness/mentoring programs
for the benefit of their employees, or for their subcontractor’s employees;
and/or

•

Expenses related to the procurement of goods and services from
Aboriginal businesses by the contractor in the planning, design and
delivery of the project.

Subcontractor

Person who carries out construction work or supplies related goods and
services under a construction contract otherwise than as head contractor.

NSW eTendering

An online procurement portal for NSW Government tenders and contracts.

NSW Procurement
Board

The governance body of the NSW Government established in Section 165 of
the Public Works and Procurement Act 1912 to oversee the development and
improvement of Government-wide procurement strategies and policies.

5 Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 No 46, Part 1, Section 4
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The graphs below are the results from the survey distributed to members of the CLG.

The graphs below are the results from the survey distributed to members of the CLG.
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Q9: Overall, how frequently does your agency receive the Aborginal
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The images below are the results from the surveys distributed to NSW Government agencies.
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One respondent commented with their selection of ‘Other’ that their agency also required monthly reports from contractors.
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One respondent commented with their selection of ‘Other’ that their agency also required monthly reports from
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Q3: How does your agency identify procurement activities that are covered by the APIC policy?
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One respondent commented with their selection of ‘Other’ that their agency excludes “low value construction contracts and low
value consultancy/supply agreements.
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One
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their selection of ‘Other’ that their agency excludes “low value construction contracts
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lowrespondent
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Yes, other
17%
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17%

No
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One respondent that selected ‘Yes’ commented that their agencies monitor the marketplace for emerging and existing Aboriginal
suppliers through contractor engagement and procurement. Another respondent commented that their agency often engages
reactively rather than proactively to engagement with Aboriginal suppliers.

Q6: Does your agency engage with suppliers regarding the APIC
Policy
requirements
pre-tender?
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One respondent that selected ‘Yes’ commented that their agencies monitor the marketplace for emerging and existing
Aboriginal
suppliers through contractor engagement and procurement. Another respondent commented that their agency
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to that
engagement
with Aboriginal
suppliers.
Aboriginal suppliers through contractor engagement and procurement. Another respondent commented that their agency
often engages reactively rather than proactively to engagement with Aboriginal suppliers.
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Q7: aware
Is yourofagency
aware of
approved list of
organisations
/ programs
Q7: Is your agency
the approved
listthe
of organisations
/ programs
eligible
for indirect expenditure?
eligible for indirect expenditure?

100%
90%
80%
67%

70%
60%
50%
40%

33%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Yes

Unsure

Q8: Does your agency ensure that the indirect expenditure for a specific project is spent on the
Is your agency
aware
of the approved
list of organisations / programs
list of approvedQ7:
organisations
eligible
for indirect
expenditure?
100%

eligible for indirect expenditure?
Q8: Does your agency ensure that the indirect expenditure for a specific project
is spent on the list of approved organisations eligible for indirect expenditure?

90%
100%
80%
90%

67%

70%
80%
60%
70%
50%
60%
40%
50%
30%

67%

33%

40%
20%

33%

30%
10%
20%
0%

Yes

10%
0%

Yes

Unsure

Unsure

Q8: Does your agency ensure that the indirect expenditure for a specific project
is spent on the list of approved organisations eligible for indirect expenditure?
100%
90%
80%
APIC
Policy Review | February 2018
70%

67%
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15

Q9: What are the consequences when contractors do not achieve targets set out in the
Q9:
What are the
consequences when contractors do not achieve targets set
Aboriginal
Participation
Plan?

out in the Aboriginal Participation Plan?

15

Q9: What are the consequences when contractors do not achieve targets set
No consequences
out in the Aboriginal Participation
Plan?
17%
17%

No consequences
Supplier
payment of the remaining % of the
spend to the approved list of organisations
eligible for indirect expenditure

33%

17%

33%

Supplier
payment of the remaining % of the
Breach
of contract
spend to the approved list of organisations
eligible for indirect expenditure

17%

Breach
of contract review of the project Triggers
a performance
please describe the consequences following
the review in the comment box

33%

Triggers a performance review of the project please describe the consequences following
the review in the comment box

33%

There were nil responses received for the ‘Financial or other penalties’ option.

Q10: What amendments should be made to improve the effectiveness of the
APIC Policy?
Further clarity and simplified reporting

Q10: What amendments should be made to improve
the effectiveness of the
requirements
Q10: What amendments should be made to improve
the effectiveness of the APIC policy?
APIC Policy?

Further
clarityclarity
and simplified
Further
and simplified reporting
requirements
to meet targets
requirements

14%

Total

14%

14%

Total

0%

29%

14%

20%

14%

29%

40%

7%

14%

60%

Greater
consultation
by simplified
NSW
Further
clarity and
Government
with the
Aboriginal
requirements
to meet
targets
community

21%

7%

80%

MoreGreater
guidance
provided tobysuppliers
consultation
NSW
during
tender activity
Government
with the Aboriginal
community

21%

MoreMore
tools guidance
and templates
provided
by
provided
to suppliers
NSWduring
Government
tender activity

100%

OtherMore tools and templates provided by
NSW Government
Other

16 17

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

15

16 17were nil responses received for the ‘Financial or other penalties’ option.
There
There
were multiple selections for this question. Respondents that selected ‘Other’ recommended the introduction of progressive
There
were multiple
selections
this question.
Respondents
selected ‘Other’
recommended
therequirement
introductionfor
of draft Plans
reporting
(as opposed
to the for
Report
at 90 per cent
of projectthat
completion),
higher minimum
targets,
progressive
reportingwith
(as opposed
to the
Report
at 90 perand
cent
of projectwith
completion),
higher minimum
targets,
to be submitted
Request for
Tender
documents
discussions
local Aboriginal
communities
to identify opportunities.
requirement
for draft Plans
submitted
with Request
for Tender
documents
and discussions
localand
Aboriginal
One
respondent
raised to
thebe
issue
of the number
of Aboriginal
people
directly working
on APIC with
projects
recommended that
15
There to
were nil responses
received for the ‘Financial or other penalties’ option.
communities
opportunities.
the
Policy’s identify
requirements
be more rigid or the minimum target be based on the number of Aboriginal people working on the
16
17
There were raised
multiple
selections
for this
question.
Respondents
selected
‘Other’
recommended
the introduction of
One
respondent
the
issue of the
number
of Aboriginal
peoplethat
directly
working
on APIC
projects and
project.
progressive
reporting
(as
opposed
to
the
Report
at
90
per
cent
of
project
completion),
higher
minimum
recommended that the Policy’s requirements be more rigid or the minimum target be based on the number oftargets,
Aboriginal
requirement
draft
Plans to be submitted with Request for Tender documents and discussions with local Aboriginal
people
working onfor
the
project.
communities to identify opportunities.
17
One respondent raised the issue of the number of Aboriginal people directly working on APIC projects and
recommended that the Policy’s requirements be more rigid or the minimum target be based on the number of Aboriginal
APIC Policy Review | February 2018
37
people working on the project.
16
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Appendix
Appendix
D C
Appendix D

The
images
below
are are
the the
results
fromfrom
the surveys
distributed
to industry
and industry
The
graphs
below
results
the surveys
distributed
to industry
and groups.
industry groups.
Industry
The images below are the results from the surveys distributed to industry and industry groups.

Industry

Q1: Has
your organisation
supplied to NSW Government?
Q1:
Has your organisation
supplied
to NSW Government?
Industry
Q1: Has your organisation supplied to NSW Government?

11%

89%

11%

0%
18

No (please provide reason in
the field below)
No (please provide reason in
the field below)

89%

20%

40%

60%

Yes, current to NSW
Government
80%

Yes, current to NSW
Government

100%

There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes, have supplied but not currently’ option.
0% were provided
20% for the40%
80%
100%
No comments
‘No’ option. 60%
18

Q2: What is your level of awareness of the NSW Government APIC Policy and its
objectives?

Q2: What is yourQ2:
levelWhat
of awareness
of the
Government
APIC policy
and its objectives?
100%
is your level
of NSW
awareness
of the NSW
Government
APIC Policy

objectives?

90%
100%
80%
90%
70%
80%
60%

and its

78%
78%

Aware of the policy and its objectives

70%
50%

Aware
of the
policy
but and
unsure
of its
Aware
of the
policy
its objectives
objectives

60%
40%
50%
30%
40%
20%
30%
10%
20%
0%

Not Aware
aware of
of the
the policy
policy but unsure of its
objectives
11%
11%

11%

Not aware of the policy

11%

10%
0%
18

There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes, have supplied but not currently’ option. No comments were provided
for the ‘No’ option.
18

There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes, have supplied but not currently’ option. No comments were provided

the ‘No’
option.
APICfor
Policy
Review
| February 2018

June 2018
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Q3: Has your organisation implemented / been subject to the targets in the APIC policy in
Q3: Has your organisation implemented / been subject to the targets in the APIC
any of its projects / contract?

Policy in any of its projects / contract?

Q3: Has your organisation implemented / been subject to the targets in the APIC
Policy in any of its projects / contract?

11%
11%

89%

No - please proceed to question 10

89%

Yes
No - please proceed to question 10
Yes

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

19 0%were nil responses
20% received
40%
60%
80%
There
for the ‘Not applicable’
option.

100%

19

Q4: Did your organisation engage with Aboriginal community bodies and/or
Aboriginal suppliers in the development of Aboriginal Participation Plan/s?
Q4: Did your organisation
engage
with Aboriginal
community
bodies
and/or Aboriginal
suppliers
Q4: Did your
organisation
engage with
Aboriginal
community
bodies and/or
in the development
of
Aboriginal
Participation
Plan/s?
Aboriginal suppliers in the development of Aboriginal Participation Plan/s?
100%

90%
100%
80%
90%
70%
80%
60%
70%
50%
60%
40%
50%
30%
40%
20%
30%
10%
20%
0%
10%

78%
78%

Yes, Aboriginal community bodies and
Aboriginal suppliers
Yes, Aboriginal community bodies and
Yes,
Aboriginal
suppliers
Aboriginal
suppliers
Yes, Aboriginal suppliers
Yes, Aboriginal community bodies
11%

11%

11%

11%

Yes, Aboriginal community bodies

20 0%

There
were nil responses received for the ‘No’ option.
20
19
20
19
20

There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’ option.
There were nil responses received for the ‘No’ option.
There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’ option.
There were nil responses received for the ‘No’ option.
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21
21

Q5: Did you meet your APIC targets for direct and indirect spend?
Q5:
DidAPIC
you targets
meet your
for direct
and indirect spend?
Q5: Did you meet
your
for APIC
direct targets
and indirect
spend?

38%

Total

25%

38%

Total

25%

25%

13%

25%

13%

No - lack of availability of Aboriginal suppliers /
or employees in the supply market. Elaborate in
Nocomments
- lack of availability
the
sections of Aboriginal suppliers /
or employees in the supply market. Elaborate in
the comments sections
No - our organisation has difficulty in
understanding the requirements and how to
No -targets
our organisation has difficulty in
meet
understanding the requirements and how to
meet targets
Unsure
Unsure
Yes - met target for all contracts / projects
Yes - met target for all contracts / projects

0%

20%

0%

40%

20%

60%

40%

60%

80%

100%

80%

100%

There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’ option.
22
There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes – exceeded target for all contracts / projects’ option.
22

Q6: What has been your organisation's highest percentage of the total APIC
Policy
target,
identified as
'directpercentage
spend'? of the total APIC
Q6: What has been
your
organisation's
highest

Q6: What has been your organisation’s
highestidentified
percentage
the total
APIC Policy target,
Policy target,
as of
'direct
spend'?
identified as ‘direct spend’?

54%
54%

0%
23

0%

10%
10%

20%
20%

30%
30%

40%
40%

50%
50%

60%
60%

70%
70%

80%
80%

90%
90%

100%
100%

23
This graph is the average of industry respondents’ highest percentage of direct expenditure under the Policy.
highest
provided
wasfor
100
cent
and the lowest
There
werepercentage
nil responses
received
theper
‘Not
applicable’
option.percentage was 5 per cent.

21The

22
There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes – exceeded target for all contracts / projects’ option.
21
23 There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’ option.
This graph is the average of industry respondents’ highest percentage of direct expenditure under the
22

Policy. The
There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes – exceeded target for all contracts / projects’ option.
highest
percentage provided was 100 per cent and the lowest percentage was 5 per cent.
23
This graph is the average of industry respondents’ highest percentage of direct expenditure under the Policy. The
highest percentage provided was 100 per cent and the lowest percentage was 5 per cent.
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Q7: Did your organisation meet your reporting requirements under the APIC

Q7: Did Policy?
your organisation
meet
your
reporting
under
the APIC
policy?
Q7:Contractors
Did your
organisation
meet
your reporting
requirements
under the
NB
are required
torequirements
provide
the Aboriginal
Participation
PlanAPIC

Policy?
NBto
Contractors
required
to provide
the
Aboriginal
Participation
days
after
contract
and
Aboriginal
Participation
(at 90%
Contractors(60
are
required
provideaward)
theare
Aboriginal
Participation
Plan
(60Report
days after
contractPlan
award) and
(60
days
after
contract
award)
and
Aboriginal
Participation
Report
(at 90%
Aboriginal Participation Report (at 90%project
projectcompletion)
completion).
project completion)

100%

Yes - Aboriginal Participation
Plan provided
but projectParticipation
still
Yes - Aboriginal
in progress
Plan provided but project still
in progress

100%

24
24

There were nil responses received for the ‘No’ and ‘Yes – plans and reports have been submitted’ options.
24

Q8: Did you receive sufficient guidance on the requirements, targets and how
Q8: Did you
receive
sufficient
guidance
on theagency,
requirements,
targets
and how
to implement
the APIC
Policy
from the
contracting
or another
NSW
to implement the APIC
Policy fromagency?
the contracting agency, or another NSW
Government
Government
agency?
Q8: Did you receive sufficient guidance on the
requirements,
targets and how to implement the
APIC policy from the contracting agency, or another NSW Government agency?

Yes - during the tender
processYes - during the tender
process

Total

17%
Total

17%

17%

67%

17%

Yes - during the tender
processYes
and- after
thethe tender
during
contractprocess
award and after the
contract award

67%

No

0%

0%

20%

20%

40%

40%

60%

60%

80%

80%

100%

No

100%

25
25 were nil responses received for the ‘Yes – after contract award’ option.
There

24
25

There were nil responses received for the ‘No’ and ‘Yes – Plans and Reports have been submitted’ options.
There24were
nilwere
responses
receivedreceived
for the ‘Yes
– after
contract
.
There
nil responses
for the
‘No’ and
‘Yesaward’
– Plansoption
and Reports
have been submitted’ options.
25
There were nil responses received for the ‘Yes – after contract award’ option.
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Q9:do
Toyou
what
extentthe
doAboriginal
you believe
the Aboriginal
Participation
Plans
and
Q9: To what extent
believe
Participation
Plans
and Aboriginal
Participation
Participation
Reports
have
been
helpful
in
meeting
the
APIC
Policy
Reports haveAboriginal
been
helpful
in
meeting
the
APIC
policy
targets?
Q9: To what extent do you believe the Aboriginal Participation Plans and
targets?
Aboriginal Participation Reports have
been helpful in meeting the APIC Policy
targets?

29%

Successful

29%

Total
Total

14%

57%

Successful
Moderate

57%

Moderate
Poor

14%

26

Poor

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

There were nil responses received for the ‘Highly successful’ and ‘Nil impact’ options.

26

Q10: What should
amendments
should
be made
improve theofeffectiveness
of the
Q10: What amendments
be made
to improve
the to
effectiveness
the APIC policy?
Policy? NB
Morebe
than
onetooption
maythe
beeffectiveness
selected
Q10: WhatAPIC
amendments
should
made
improve
of the
APIC Policy? NB More than one option may be selected

More than one option may be selected

More guidance to suppliers during tender activity
More guidance to suppliers during tender activity

14%

19%

14%

19%

Further clarity and simplified reporting requirements
Further clarity and simplified reporting requirements
17%
17%

17%
17%

17%
17%
17%
27
27

17%

Further clarity and simplified requirements to meet
targets
Further clarity and simplified requirements to meet
targets
Greater consultation by NSW Government with the
Aboriginal community and businesses to identify
Greater
consultation
byemployment
NSW Government
with the
Aboriginal
suppliers or
opportunities
Aboriginal community and businesses to identify
Aboriginal suppliers or employment opportunities
More tools and templates provided by NSW
Government
More tools and templates provided by NSW
Government
Increased awareness and communication of the
APIC Policy
Increased awareness and communication of the
APIC Policy

Multiple options were selected for this question.

26

There were nil responses received for the ‘Highly successful’ and ‘Nil impact’ options.
Multiple options were selected for this question.
There were nil responses received for the ‘Highly successful’ and ‘Nil impact’ options.
27
Multiple options were selected for this question.
27
26
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y groups28
Industry groups28
29

6
Industry
groups
Q1: Please
select the type of organisation you work for

Q1: Please select
the
type of
organisation
work for:
Q1:
Please
select
the typeyou
of organisation
you work for

National Industry Body
50%

National Industry Body

50%
50%

50%
Non-profit Registered Charity
Non-profit Registered Charity

There were nil responses received for the ‘NSW industry body’, ‘National peak body’ and ‘NSW peak body’ options.

Q2: What is your level of awareness of the NSW Government APIC Policy
Q2:Q2:
What
is your
level
of awareness
of theofNSW
Government
APIC policy
its objectives?
and
itsofobjectives?
What
is your
level
awareness
the NSW
Government
APIC and
Policy
and its objectives?

100%
100%

were only two respondents for this survey.
were28nil responses received for the ‘NSW industry body’, ‘National peak body’ and ‘NSW peak body’ options.
There were only two respondents for this survey.
29
There were nil responses received for the ‘NSW industry body’, ‘National peak body’ and ‘NSW peak body’ options.
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6 There were only two respondents for this survey.
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Q3:
what
extent
youbelieve
believe
theAPIC
APIC
Policyhas
hasachieved
achieved
objective
Q3: To what
extent
do you
believe
the
APIC
policy
has
achieved
its
objective
in
increasing
Q3:
ToTowhat
extent
dodoyou
the
Policy
itsits
objective
employment outcomes
for
Aboriginal
people?
in
increasing
employment
outcomes
for
Aboriginal
people?
in increasing employment outcomes for Aboriginal people?

Not
Applicable/Unsure
Not
Applicable/Unsure
50%
50%

50%
50%
Poor
Poor

There were nil responses received for the ‘Nil impact’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
3030

Q4:ToTowhat
whatextent
extentdodoyou
youbelieve
believethe
theAPIC
APICPolicy
Policyhas
hasachieved
achieveditsitsobjectives
objectives
Q4:
improvingeducational
educationaloutcomes
outcomesforforAboriginal
Aboriginalpeople?
people?
ininimproving

Q4: To what extent do you believe the APIC policy has achieved its objectives in improving
educational outcomes for Aboriginal people?

Not
Applicable/Unsure
Not
Applicable/Unsure

50%
50%

50%
50%

Poor
Poor

There were nil responses received for the ‘Nil impact’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
31
31

30 30 There were nil responses received for the ‘Nil impact’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
There were nil responses received for the ‘Nil impact’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
31 31

There
were
responses
received
the
‘Nil
impact’,
‘Moderate’,
‘Successful’
and
‘Highly
successful’
options.
There
were
nilnil
responses
received
forfor
the
‘Nil
impact’,
‘Moderate’,
‘Successful’
and
‘Highly
successful’
options.

APIC
Policy
Review
| February
2018
APIC
Policy
Review
| February
2018
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Q5: To what extent do you believe the APIC policy has achieved its objective in increasing
Q5: To what extent do you believe the APIC Policy has achieved its objective
Aboriginal businesses opportunity to supply to NSW Government?

in increasing
Aboriginal
businesses
opportunity
to supply
to NSWits
Government
Q5:
To what extent
do you
believe the
APIC Policy
has achieved
objective
in increasing Aboriginal businesses opportunity to supply to NSW Government

50%

50%
50%

50%

Poor
Poor
Moderate
Moderate

32

There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.

32

Q6: To what extent do you believe Aboriginal Participation Plans and

Q6: To what
extent
youextent
believedo
Aboriginal
Participation
Plans
and Aboriginal
Participation
Aboriginal
Participation
Reports
have
been
helpful
in meeting
the
APIC
Policy
Q6: Todo
what
you believe
Aboriginal
Participation
Plans
and
Reports Aboriginal
have been helpful
in
meeting
the
APIC
policy
targets?
targets?
Participation Reports have been helpful in meeting the APIC Policy

targets?

Poor
50%
50%

50%

Poor

50%
Moderate
Moderate

33
33

There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.

32

There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
33
There were nil responses received for the ‘Not applicable’, ‘Nil impact’, ‘Successful’ and ‘Highly successful’ options.
33
32
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Q7: What amendments should be made to improve the effectiveness of the APIC policy?

Q7: What amendments should be made to improve the effectiveness of the APIC

More than one option may be selected.
More than one optionPolicy?
may be NB
selected.

Further clarity and simplified requirements to meet
targets

33%

34%

Further clarity and simplified reporting
requirements

33%

More tools and templates provided by NSW
Government

There were nil responses received for the options regarding greater government consultation with Aboriginal communities and
suppliers and guidance for suppliers during tender activity.
34

34

There were nil responses received for the options regarding greater government consultation with Aboriginal
communities and suppliers and guidance for suppliers during tender activity.
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Contact details
NSW Procurement
Department of Finance, Services and
Innovation
McKell Building, 2-24 Rawson Place,
Sydney NSW 2000
02 9372 8877
1300 301 181
www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au

